
 

Research Consultation 
 
For my research consultation I was able to do research for a friend of mine from Boston. 
She now lives in Seattle and attends Mars Hill Graduate School for her master’s in 
counseling. She also has a 9-month-old baby, so any way to communicate that is 
electronic would be preferable, since it has been difficult to keep the baby on a schedule. 
While this research was for a school paper, the fact that she is such a recent mother also 
made me sensitive in my searching process. I’m not sure it changed anything I did, but I 
was aware of it while searching. 
 
This search proved more difficult than I anticipated. I found that most religious articles 
don’t focus on nurturing as a subject, especially relating to children unless it is discussing 
the “nature vs. nurture” debate. 
 
I utilized the following databases: 
ATLA 
RAMBI 
Academic OneFile 
 
I chose to look for antonyms to “nurture” (punishment, child-rearing, etc.) as Descriptors 
(Subjects), limiting the languages to English and Spanish with the following keywords: 
Child* AND Parent* 
 
I also used the subjects: 

Discipline 
Jewish 
Torah 
Imagery  
God 
Children--Corporal Punishment 
God--Fatherhood 
God--Motherhood 

 
I then searched Google, steering away from booksellers and church websites and looking 
more for links to religious blogs that use article/scripture citations. I searched the 
keywords god, parent, metaphor, nurture, children, feminine, images, and also the phrase 
“god as mother.” 
 
From a couple of blogs I found scripture references to disciplining children and to 
references to God as a more nurturing parent that seemed to focus on female imagery. 
 

http://speakertruth.blogspot.com/2007/01/driscolls-god-only-metaphorically.html 
http://thechurchofjesuschrist.us/2010/10/god-as-a-mother-in-the-bible/ 
http://hirhurim.blogspot.com/2008/01/god-parent-metaphor.html 
http://thelightofscripture.blogspot.com/2007/05/parenting.html 

 



 

I also used www.biblegateway.com where I found the following topics using Nave’s 
Topical Index that link to specific scripture citations: 

Children 
Instruction of >> Children 
God >> Fatherhood of 

 
Once I had all of these scripture references, I went back to ATLA and used the scripture 
citation search option to find articles written using them. 
 
I also searched for subject headings in WorldCat related to parenting, both Jewish and 
Christian. Included is a sample of the Jewish subject headings. 
 

 
I also did a keyword search for “proverbs commentary Judaism” (my friend has Christian 
commentaries). I wanted to provide a scholarly Jewish perspective on the more corporal 
punishment verses in Proverbs to add credibility to the articles and arguments contained 
for her research paper.  


